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The Basis of Legitimacy

I.

Domination and Legitimacy
.

Domination was defined above echo 1: 16) as the probability that
certain speci�6c commands (or-all commands) will be obeyed by a given
group of persons. It thus does not include every mode ol exercising
"power" or "influence" over other persons. Domination ("authority")l
in this sense may be based on the :most diverse motives <i compliance:
all the way from. simple habituation to the most purely rational calcula
tion of advantage. Hence every genuine form of domination implies
a minimum of voluntary compliance. that is, an interest (based. on
ulterior motives or genuine acceptance) in obedience.
Not every case of dominap,OJl makes use of econonUc means; still less
does___ &ways have economic objectives. However, normally the nde
over a considenlble numhet of l"""'"' reqUires a staff (el. ch. b,),
that is, a 'l'ecial grouP which can normally · be ttusted to execute the
,;; general policy as well as the specific commands. The members of the
administrative staff may be bound to obedience to: their superior (or su
perio",) by custom, by affectual ties, by a purely material complex of
•
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interests, o;'by ideal (wertTationale) motives. The quality of these mo
tives largely detennines the type of dominat.ion. Purely material interests
and calcu1atioris of advantages as the basis of solidarity be�n the chief
and his administrative staff result, in this as in other connexions, in a
relatively unstable situation. Nonnally other elements, a£fectuaJ and
ideal, supplement such interests. In certain exceptional cases the former
alone may be decisive. In everyday life these relationships, like others,
are governed by custom and material calculation of advantage. But cus
tom, personal advantage, purely affectual or ideal motives of solidarity,
do not fonn a sufficiently reliable basis for a given domination. In addi
tion there is normally a further element, the belief in legitimacy.
Experience shows that in no instance does domination voluntarily
limit itself to the appeal to material or affectual or ideal motives as a basis
for its continuance. In addition every such system attempts to establish
and to cultivate the belief in its legitimacy. But according to the kind of
legitimacy which is claimed, the type o.f obedience, the kind of adminis
trative staff developed to guarantee it, and the mode of exercising author
ity,' wilI all differ fundamentally. Equally fundamental is the variation in
effect. Hence, it is useful to classify the types of domination according
to the kind of claim to legitimacy typically made by each. In doing this,
it is best to start from modem and therefore more familiar examples.
The choice of this rather than some other basis of classification
be justified by its results. The fact that certain other typical
criteria of variation are thereby neglecred for the time being and can
only be introduced at a later stage is not a decisive dii6cu1ty. The legiti
macy of a system of control has far more than a merely "ideal" signifi
cance, if only because it has very definite relations to the legitimacy of
I.

can only

property.

2. Not every claim which is protected by custom Of law $houId
be spoken of as involving a relation of authority. Otherwise the worker,
in his claim for fulfilment ci the wage contract, would be �fsing au
thority over his employer because his claim can, on occasion, be enforced
by order oE a court. Actually his formal status is that of party to a con·
t:ractwU relationship with his employer, in which he has certain "rights"
to receive payments. At the saIDe time the concept of an authority rela
tionship (H.".",Iuoft-rh4/mis) n.'mally doe; not e.dude the po"ibil
ity that it has origi:nUed in a formaIIy free contract. This is true of the
IIIItkority oE the employer over the worker as mani£ested in the former's
rules and instructicms tegarding the work process; and also c:l the author·
ity 01 a feudal lord over a 'IISS8l who has freely enteRd into the relation
l "involuntaty"
of fealty. Th., subjectioo to mili""" <llicipline is £onnaly
while "that to the discipJine: c:l the factoty is voluntary does not alter the
fact that the latter is &Iso a case of subjection to aut1r.orHy. The position
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bureauaatic oI!icial is also entered into by con""" and
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freely resigned, and even the status of "subject" can often ,be freely
entered into and (in certain circumstances) freely repudiated. Only in
the limiting case of the slave is formal subjection to authority absolutely
involuntary.
On the other hand, we shall not speak of formal domination if a
monopolistic position permits <l person to exert economic power, that is,
to dictate the terms of exchange to contractual partners. Taken by itself,
this does not constitute authority any more than any other kind of in
fluence which is derived from some kind uf superiority. as hy virtue of
erotic attractiveness, skill in sport oc m discuSSion. Even if a big bank i!;
in a position to force other banks into a cartel arrangement, this will not
alone be sufficient to justify calling it an authority. But if there is a1"
immediate relation of command and obedience such that the manage
ment of the first bank can give orders to the others with the clai'm that
they shall, and the probability that they will, be obeyed regardless of
particular content, and if their carrying out is supervised, it ,"is, another
matter. Naturally, here as eve!)'\'1here the transitions are, gradual; there
are all sorts of intermediate steps between mere indebtedn� and debt
slavery. Even the position of a "salon" can come very close to the border
line of authoritarian domination and yet not necessarily cG,llstittlte "au
thority." Sharp differentiation in concrete fact is often ilfJpossible, but
this makes clarity in the analytical distinctions all the more important.
3- Naturally, the legitimacy of a system of domination may be treated
sociologically only as the probability that to a relevant degree the appro
priate attitudes will exist, and the corresponding practical conduct ensue.
It is by no means true that every case of submissiveness to persons in
positions of power is pri�arily (�r even at all ) �ri�nted to this helief.
.
,
Loyalty may be hypocrItIcally
simulated by mdlvlduals <Ji." -by whole
groups on purely opportunistic grounds, or carried out in practice for
reasons of material self·interest. Or people may submit from individual
weakness and helplessness because there is no acceptable alternative.
But these considerations are not decisive for the classification of types of
domination. What is important is the fact that in a given q�f: the panic
ular claim to legitimacy is to a Significant degree and according to its
type treated as "valid"; that this fact confirms the position of the persons
claiming authority and that it helps to determine the choice of means of
its exercise.
Furthermore, a system of domination may-as often occurs in practice
-be so completely protected, on the one hand by the obvious commu·
nity of interests between the chief and his administrative staff (body
guards. Pretorians, "red" or "white" guards) as opposed to the subjects, on
the other hand by the helplessness of the latter, that it can afford to drop
even the pretense of a claim to legitimacy. But even then the mooe of
legitimation of the relation between chief and his s�ff may vary widely '
accordin g to the type of basis of the relation of the authority between
them, and, as will be shown. this variation is highly significant for the

Itructufe of domination.
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4. "Obedience" will be taken to mean that the action of the person
obeying fol'lows in essentials such a course that the content of the com
mand may be taken to have become the basis of action for its own sake.
Furthermore, the fact thi;t it is so taken is referable only to the formal
obligation, without regard to the actor's own attitude to the value or lack
of value of the content of the ('ommand as such.
5. Subjectively. the cau.sal sequence may vary, especially as between
"intuition" and "sympathetic agreement." This distinction is not, how
evcr, significant for the present classification of types of authority.
6. The scope of determination of social relationships and cuhurai
phenomena bv virtue of domination is considerably broader than appears
at first Sight. For instance, the authority exercised in the schools has much
to do with the determination of the forms of speech and of written lan
guage which (\1"(' regarded as orthodox. Diale.:ts used as the "chancellery
langu;}gc" of <lutocephalom political units, hence of their rulers, have often
hecoml' orthodox forms of speech and writing and have even led to the
formdtion of separate "na<iun�" (for instance, the separation of Hol
land from Germany), The lUll.' b:' parents and the school, ho�vever,
extends far beyond the determination of such cultural patterns, which
are perhaps only apparently formal, to the formation of the young, and
hence of human beings generally.
7. The fact that the chief and his administratiYc staff often appear
formally as servants or agents of those they rule, naturally does nothing
whate\·er to dispro\'e the quality of dom:nance. There will be occasion
later to speak of the substanti\'e features of so-called "democracy." But a
certain minimum of assured rower to issue commands, thm of domina
tion, must be provided for in nearly every conceivable case,

2.

The Three Pure Types of Authority

There are three pure types of legitimate domination. The validity
of the claims to legitimacy may be based on:
I. Rational grounds�restin g on a belief in the legality of enacted
'rules and the right of those elevated to authority under such rules to issue
commands (legal authority).
2. Traditional grounds-resting on an established belief in the sanc
tity of immemorial traditions and the legiti macy of those exercising
authority under them (traditional authority); or finally,
3· Charismatic grounds-resting on devotion to the exceptional
sanctity, heroism or exemplary character of an individual person , and of

the normative patterns or order revealed or ordained by him (charismatic
authority) .
In the case of legal authority, obedience is owed to the legally estab
lished impersonal order. It extends to the persons exercising the authority
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of office under it by virtue of the formal legality of their commands and

only within the scope of authority of the office, In the case of traditional
authority, obedience is owed to the person of the chief who occupies the
traditionally sanctioned position of authority and who is (within iB
sphere) bound by tradition. But here the obligation of obedience is a
matter of personal loyaIty within the area of accustomed obligations. In
the case of charismatic authority, it is the charismatically quali6ed leader
as such who is obeyed by virtue of personal trust in his revelation, his
heroism or his exemplary qualities so far as they faIl within the scope of
the individual's belief in his charisma,
1, The usefulness of the above c1assi6cation can only be judged by
its results in promoting systematic analysis, The concept of "charisma"
("the gift of grace") is taken from the vocabulary of early Christianity.
For the Christian hierocracy Rudolf Sohm, in his Kirchenrecht, was the
first to clarify the substance of the concept. even though he did not use
the same terminology, Others (for instance. Holl in Enthvsiasmus und
Bussgewalt) have clarified certain .important consequences of it. It is
thus nothing new.
2. The fact that none of these three ideal types, the elucidation of
which will occupy the following pages. is usua1fy to he found in his
torical cases in "pure" fonn, is naturall y not a valid objection to attempt
ing their conceptual formulation in the sharpest possible form. In this
respect the present case IS no different from many others. Later on (sec,
n If.) the transfonnation of pure charisma by the process of routiniza
tion will be discussed and thereby the relevance of the concept to the
understanding of empirical systems of authority conSiderably increased.
But even so it may be said of every historical phenomenon o£ authority
that it is not likely to be "as an open book." Analysis in tenns of socio
logical types has, after all, as compared with purely empirical historical
investigation, certain advantages which should not be minimized. That
is, it can in the particular case of a concrtte form of authmity determine
what confonns to or approximates such types as "charisma," "hereditary
charisma," "the charisma of office," "patriarchy," f'bureaucracy." the au
thority of status groups, and in dOing so it can work with relatively unw
ambiguous concepts. But the idea that the whole of concrete historical
reality can be exhausted in the conceptual scheme about to be developed
is as Ear from the author's thoughts as anything could be.

ii }
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Legal Authority With a Bureaucratic
Administrative Staff
Note: The specifically modern type of administration has intentionally
been taken as a point of departure in order to make it possible later to
contrast the others with it.

3.

Legal Authority: The Pure Type

Legal authority rests on the acceptance of the validity of the fonow�
ing mutually inter-dependen� ideas.
I. That any given legal norm may be established by agreement or by
imposition, on grounds of expediency or value-rationality or both, with
a claim to obedience at least on the part of the members of the organi
zation. This is, however, usually extended to include all persons within
the sphere of power in question-which in the case of territorial bodies
is the territorial area-who stand in certain social relationships or carry
out forms of social action which in the order governing the organization
have been declared to be relevant.
2. That every body of law consists es�tially in a consistent system
of abstract rules which have normally been intentionally established.
Furthermore, administration of law is held to consist in the application
of these rules to particular cases; the administrative process in the rational
pursuit of the interests which are specified in the order governing the
.organization within the limits laid down by legal precepts and following
. principles which are capable of generalized fonnuIation and are approved
I in the order governing the group, or at least not disapproved in it.
.
3. That thus the typi� _person in authority, the "superior," is biJn.
self subject to an impersonal order by orienting his actionS to it in his
� own dispositions and commands. (This-is true not only for persons exer-
<:ising legal authority who are in the .usual sense "officials," but, for
instance, for the eleded president of a stati)"-4. ThaI the per.;on who obeys authority does so, as it is usually
stared, only in his capacity .. a "member" of the orgauIaation and what
be obeys is only "the law." (He may in this connection be the member

.
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of an association, of a community, of a church, or a citizen of a state.)
5· In conformity' with point 3 , it is held that the members of the
organization, insofar as they obey a person in authority. do not owe this
obedience to him as an individual, but to the impersonal order. Hence, it
follows that there is an obligation to obedience only within the sphere
of the rationally delimited jurisdiction which, in term!> of the order, has
been given to him.
The fonowing may thus be said to be the fundamental categories of
rational legal authority:
( I ) A continuous rule-Jx.-·md ,:ondu('t of official business.
(2) A specified sphere of C0mpetence (jurisdiction). This involves:
(a) A sphere of obligations to perform functions which has been marked
off as part of a systematic division of labor. (b) The provision of the
incumbent with the necessary powers. (c) That the necessary means of
compulsion are clearly defined and their use is subject to definite condi
tions. A unit exerCising authority which is organized in this way will be
calbd an "administrative organ" or "agency" (Behar-de).
There are administrative organs in this sense in large-scale private
enterprises, in parties and annies, as well as in the state and the church.
An elected president, a cabinet of ministers, or a body of elected "Peo
ple's Representatives" also in this sense constitute administrative organs.
This is not, however, the place to discuss these concepts Not every
administrative organ is provided with compulsory powers. But this dis
tinction is not important for present purposes.
.

(3) The organization of offices foHows the principle of hierarchy;

that is, each lower office is under the control and supervision of a
higher one. There is a right of.appeal and of statement of grievances from
the lower to the higher. Hierarchies differ in respect to whether and in
what cases complaints can lead to a "correct" ruling from a higher
authority itself, or whether the responsibility for such changes is left to the
lower office, the conduct of which was the subject of the complaint.
(4) The rules which regulate the conduct of an office may be techni
cal rules or norms.2 In both cases, if their application is to be funy ra
tional, specialized training is necessary. It is thus nonnally true that only
a person who has demonstrated an adequate technical training is qualified
to be a member of the 'administrative staff of such an organized group,
and hence only such persons are eligible for appointment to official
positions. The administrative staff of a rational organization thus typically
consists of "officials," whether the organization be devoted to political,
hierocratic, economic-in particular, capitalistic-or other ends,
(5) In the rational type it is a matter of principle that the' members
of the administrative staff should be completely separated from owner-
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ship of the means of productioI} or administration. Officials, employees,
and workers attached to the administrative staff do not themselves own
the non-human means of production and administration. These are
rather provided for their use, in kind or in money, and the officiHI is
obligated to render an accounting of their use. There exists, furthf"rmore,
in principle complete separation of the organization's property (respec
tively, capital), and the personal property (household) of the oHldal.
There is a corresponding separation of the place in which official func
tions are carried out�the "office" in the sense of Pfcl'lises-from the living
quarters.
(6) In the rational type case, there is also a complete absence of
appropriation of his official position by the incumbent. \Vhere "rights" to

an office exist, as in the case of judges, <lnd recently of an increasing
proportion of officials and even of w�rkers, they do not normally serve

the purpose of appropriation by the official, but of securing �he purely

objective and independent character of the conduct of the office so that

,it

is oriented only to the relevant norms.

Administrative acts, decisions, and rules are formulated and
recorded in writing, even in cases ',vhere oral discussion is the rule or is
even mandatory. This applies at least to preliminary di<;cussions dnd

(7)

proposals, to final decisions, and to all sorts of orders and rules. The

combination of written documents and a continuous operation by
officials constitutes the "office" (Bureau)"' which is the central fOL"uS
of all types of modern organized action . .

(8)

Legal authority can be exercised in a wide variety of different

forms which will be distinguished and discussed later. The following
ideal-typical analysis will be deliberately confined for the time being to

the administrative staff that is most unambiguously a structure of domi
nation: "officialdom" or "bureaucracy."

In the above outline no mention has been made of the kind of head
appropriate to a system of legal authority. This is a consequence of cer
tain considerations which can only be made entirely understandable at
a later stage in the analysis. There are very important types of rational
domination which, with respect to the ultimate source of authvrity, be
long to other categories This is true of the hereditary charismatic type,
as illustrated by hereditary monarchy, and of the pure charismatic type
of a president chosen by a plebiscite. Other cases involve rational ele
ments at important points, but are made up of a combination of bureau
cratic and charismatic components, as is true of the cabinet form of
government. Still others are subject to the authority of the chiefs of other
organizations, whether their character be charismatic or bureaucratic;
thus the formal head of a government department under a parliamentary
.
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regime may be a minister who oceupies his position because of his au
thority in a party. The type of rational, legal administrative staff is cap;.
able of application in all kinds of situations and contexts. It is the most
important mechanism for the administration ci. everyday affairs. For in
that sphere, the exercise of authority consists precisely in administration.

4.

Legal AuthOrity: The Pure Type (Continued)

The purest type of exercise of legal authority is that which employs
a bureaucratic administrative staff. Only the supreme chief of the organi
zation occupies his position of dominance (Herrenstellung) by virtue
of appropriation, of election, or of ha'Ving been designated for the suc
cession. But even his authority consists in a sphere of legal "competence."
The whole administrative staff under the supreme authority then con
sists, in the purest type, of individual officials (constituting a "mono
cracy" as opposed to the "coHf'giai" type, which wil.! be discussed �low)
who are appointed and function according to the follOwing criteria:

( I ) They are personally free and subject to authority only with
resFt to their impersonal official obligations.
(2) They are organized in a clearly defined hieraxhy of offices.
(3) Each office has a dearly def.ned sphere of competence it: the
legal sense.
,
(4) The office is filled by a free contractual reiatiQi.1Ship. 1'l,l'tS, in
principle, there is free selection.
(5) Candidates are selected on the basis of technical qualifica<-ions.
In the most rational case, this is tested by examinatiop or guarant&,d by
diplomas certifying technical train:ing, or both. They are appointed, no(
elected.
(6) They are remunewt('d hy fixed salaries in Llcney, ft>r the most
part with a right to pensions. Only under certain circumstances does the.
emplOying authority, especially in private organizations, !:lave a right to
terminate the appointment, hut the official is always free to resign. 'n!\'.
salary scale is graded according to rank in the hierarchy; but in addition
to this criterion, the responsibility of the position and the requirements
of the incumbent's social stat1s may be taken into a::(.Oll,it (d. ch. IV).
(7) The office is treated as the sale, or at least ti,,:.' primary, occupation of the incumbent.
(8) It constitutes a career. T!1.ere is a system of "pwJ'lotiou" acconiing to seniority or to achievement, or both. Promotion j� dependent 0'1
the judgment of superiors.

'
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(9) The official 'works entirely separated from ownership of the
means of administration and without appropriation of his position.
(10) He is subject to strict and systematic discipline and control in
the conduct of the office.
This type of organization is in principle applicable with equal facility
a wide variety of different fields. It may be applied in profit-making
business or in charitable organizations, or in any number of other types -..
of private enterprises serving ideal or material ends. It is equally .lppli�
cable to political and to hierocratic organizations. With the varying
degrees of approximation to a pure type, its historical existence can be
demonstrated in all these fields.
to

I . For example, bureaucracy is found in private clinics, as well as in
endowed hospitals or the hos itals maintained by religious orders. Bu
reaucratic organization is wei illustrated by the administrative role of
the priesthoOO: CKap!:.nokratie) in the modem [Catholic] church, which
h8$. expropriated almost all of the old church benefices, which were in
.fonner days to a large extent subject to private appropriation. It is also
illustrated by the notion of a [Papal] universal episcopate, which is
thought of as fonnally constituting a universal legal. competence in reli
gious matters. Similarly, the doctrine of Papal infallibility is thought of
as in fact involving a universal competence, but only one which func
tions "ex cathedra" in the sphere of the office, thus implying the typical
distinction between the sphere of office and that of the private affairs of
the incumbent. The same phenomena are found in the large-scale capi
talistic enterprise; and the larger it is, the greater their role. And this is
not less true of political parties, which will be discussed separately. Fin
ally, the modem flnny is essentially a bureaucratic organization adminis�
tered by that peculiar type of military functionary, the "officer."
2. Bureaucratic authority is carried out in its purest fonn where it is
most clearly -dominated by tht prinCiple of appointment. There is no
such thing as a hierarchical organization of elected officials. In' the first
place, it is impossible to attain a stringency of diSCipline even approach
ing that in the appointed type, since the subordinate official can stand
on his own election and since his prospects are not dependent on the
superior's judgment. cOn elected officials, see below, sec.
Appointment by free contract, which makes free selection possible,
is essential to modem bureaucracy. Where there is a hierarchical organi
zation with impersonal spheres of competence, but occupied by unfree
officials-like slaves or ministeriales, whO. however, function in a £or�
mally bureaucratic manner-the tenn "patrimonial bureaucracy" will be
used.
4. The role of technical qualifications in bureaucratic organizations
is continually increasing. Even an official in a party or a trade-union
organization is in need of specialized knowledge, though it is usually
developed by experience rather than by formal training. In the modern

r
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state, the only "offices" for which no technical qualifications are re
'juired are those of ministers and presidents. This only goes to prove that
they are "officials" only in a fonnal sense, and not substantively, just like
the managing director or president of a large business corporation. There
is no question but that the "position" of the capitalislic entrepreneur is
as definitely appropriated as is that of a monarch . Th us at the top of a
bureaucratic organization, there is necessarily an element which is at
least not purely bureaucratic, The category of bureaucracy is one ap
plying only to the exercise of control by means of a particular kind of
administrative staff.
;. The bureaucratic official normally receives a fixeq salary. (By
contrast, sources of income which are privately appropriated will he
called "benefices" (Pfrnnden)-on this concept, see below, sec. 8.)
Bureaucratic �a!arie; arc also normally paid in money. Though this is

not essential to the con<x'pt of bureaucracy, it is the arrangement which
best fits the pure type. ( Payment,> in kind are apt to have the character
of bencficc�, and thl' ren'i rt of a benefice normally implies the appropri
ation of oppoftuniti('s f<Of {'arnings and of positions.) There are, how
ever, gradwil !r,ln�itioll\ in this field with many intermediate types.
Appropriation hy virtue of lea�ing or sale of offices or the pledge of in
come from O/TllT are phenolllcna foreign to the pure type of bureauc·
racy (d. illfm, �{'c. 7;):.111: �).
6. "OfJjccs"_whi,h do not (OllStilute the incumbent's principal occu
pation, in pa rtil.:u l'lr "honorary" offices, belong in other categories,
which will be discus�xl later (scc 19[.). The typical "bureaucratic"
official occupic� the office as his principal occupation.
7. With respect to the separation of the official from ownership of
the means of adminbtration , the situation is exactly the same in the

field of public administration and in privatc bureaucratic organizations,
such as thc brge-scalc capitalistic enterprise.
8. Collq.;ial bodies will he discussed separately below (section 15).

At the present time they ;ue rapidly decreasing in importance in favor
of types. of organization whkh are in fact, and for the most part formally
as well, subject to the authority of a singJe head. For instance, the col
legial "gmernmcnts" in prussia have long since given way to the mono
cratic "distri!.:t president" (Regierungspriisident). The decisive factor in

this development has been the need for rapid. clear decisions, free of the
necessit\' of compromise between different opinions and also free of
shifting' majorities.
9. The modem <lfmy

officer is

a type of appointed official who

is

clearly marked off by certain status distinctions. This will he discussed
elsewhere Cch. IV). In this respect such officers differ radically from
efe,ctcd militac\' leader.,;, from charismatic condDt/ieri (sec. IO), from the
type of office� who recruit and lead mercenary armies as a capitalistic
enterprise, and, finally, from the incumbents of commissions which have

been purchased (sec. 7a). There may be gradual transitions between
these types. The patrimonial "retainer,"' who is separated from the means
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of carrying out his function, and the proprietor of a mercenary army for
capitalistic purposes have, along with the private capitalistic entrepre
neur, been pioneers in the organjzation of the modern type of bureauc
racy. This will be discussed in detail below.

5.

A1onocratic Bureaucracy

Experience tends universally to show that the purely bureaucratic

type of administrative organization-that is, the monocratic variety of

bureaucracy-is, from a purely technical point of view, capable of attain
ing the highest degree of effiCIency and is in this sense formally the most
ration3l known means of exercisin,g authority over human beings. It is
superior to any other form in prcdsion, in stability, in the strin ency
of its discipline, and in its rcbbility It thus makes possible a particularly
high degree orcalculability of results for the heads of the organization
and for those acting in rdation to it. It is finally superior both in in
tensive efficiency and in the scope of it� operations, and is form ally
capable of application to ali lind� of administrative tasks.
The development of modern form;; of organization in all fields is
nothing less than identicill with the developmen t and continual spread

g

.

of bureaucratic administration. This is true of church and state. of armies,

political parties, economic enterprisc�. interest groups, endowments,
dubs, and many others. Its development is, to take the most striking

case, at the root of the modern \Ve�tern state, However manv forms

�

there may he which do not appear to fit this pattern, such as ollcgial
r('pRsentativl.' hodies, par!iament:lr�' conllllittees, soviets, honorary officers,

lay judges, :md II'h:lt not, and however many people may complain about
[he " rd tilpe," It \\'ould he �h('er il lmion 10 think for a moment that

continuous 3dmini.,n,'li\"(: we'!l C.l!l he carried out in any field except by
me.jUs of oflicial� \\'i)rking in ,)nln·�. 1 he whole pJtt{'rIl of everyday life
,is cut to fit th;" frar:w\\'ork. I f l,tI l'caUlT,ltic administration is, other things

being equal. .dW�ly.' the mo�t r.ltion'll typl.' from a technical point of
d(:'w, the needs of ITI.lSS ld m l tl i�tratiun make !t toddY completely indis
,

pcn�ahle The ,hUlL" i� only t ha t hl.:twt'cn burC,lUl1 ,\cy and dilettantism
.

in the field of ;IJmilll\tr..:;t;on.

The primary source of the '>Llperiority of hureaucratic administration

lies in the role of tcchniC:1I knowledge which through the development
,

of modern technology and 1)lI Sin{'\� methr;ds in the production of goods,

has become completely indisp(:nsablc. In this respect, i t makes no dif
ference whether the economic system is (JIganizcd on a capituJistic or a

socialistic basis. Indeed, if in the latter C,lS(' a compnrabJe level of technical
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efficiency were to be achieved, it would mean a tremendous increase in
the importance of professional bureaucrats.
\\Then those subject to bureaucratic control seek to escape the in
Buence of the existing bureaucratic apparatus, this is nonnally possible
ooIy by creating an organization of their own which is equally subject
to bureaucratization. Similarly the existing bureaucratic apparatUs is
driven w continue functioning by the most powerful interests which are
material and objective, but also ideal in character. Without it, a-society
like our own-with its separation of officials, employees, and workers
from ownership of the means of administration, and its dependence on
discipline and on technical training-could no longer function. The only
exception would he those groups, such as the peasantry, who are still in
possession of their own means of subsistence. Even in the case of revolu
tion by force Or of occupation by an enemy, the bureaucratic machinery
will normally continue to function just as it has for the previous legal
government.
The question is always who controls the existing bureaucratic ma
chinery� And such control is possible only in a very limited degree to
persons who are not technical specialists. Generally speaking, the highest
ranking career official is more likely to get his way in the long run than
his nominal superior, the cabinet minister, who is not a specialist.
Though by no means alone, the capitalistic system has undeniably
played a major role in the development of bureaucracy. Indeed, without
it capitalistic production, could not continue and .ny\ ratronaI type of
socialism would have simply to take it over and increase its importance. ,
Its developmeht, largely under capitalistic auspices. has created an urgent
need for stable, strict, intensive, and calculable administration. It is this
need which is so fateful to any kind of Iarge--scale administration. Only
by reversion in every field-political, religious, economic, etc.-to small
scale organization wouId it be possible to any considerable extent to
escape its inBuence. On the one hand, capitalism in its modem stages
of development requires the bureaucracy, though both have arisen from
di�nt historical sources-. Conversely, capitafism is· the most rational
economic basis for bureaucratic administration and .enables it to develop
in the most rational form, especially because, from a fiscal point of view,
it supplies the necessary money resources.
Along l\r:ith th_ere fiscal conditions of efficient bureaucratic administra·
tion, there are certain extremely important conditions in the fields of
communication and transportation. The precision of its functioning re
quires the services of the railway, the telegraph, and the telephone, and
becomes increasingly dependent on them. A sociaiistic form of organiza·
tion would not alter this fact. It would be a question (cf. ch. It sec. 12)
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whether in a socialistic system it would be possible to provide conditions
for carrying out as stringent a hareauc�tic organization as has been
possible in a capitalistic order. For socialism would, in fact, require a still
higher degree of formal bureaucratization than capitalism. If this should
prove not to be possible, it would demonstrate the existence of another
of those fundamental elements of irrationality-a con8ict between
formal and substantive rationality of the sort which sociology SO often
encounters.
Bureaucratic administration means fundamentally domination through
knowledge. This is the feature of it which makes it specifically rational.
This ·:onsists on the one hand in technical knowledge which, by itself, is
sufficient to ensure it a position of extmordinary power. But in addition
to this, bureaucratic organizations, or the holders of power who make use
of them, have the tendency to increase their power still further by the
knowledge growing out of experience in the service. For they acquire
through the conduct of office � special knowledge of facts and have
available a store of documentary material peculiar to themselves. While
not peculiar to bureaucratic organizations, the concept of "official secret,s"
is certainly typical of them. It stands in relation to t�chnicaI knowledge
in somewhat the same position as commercial secrets do to technological
training. It is a product of the striving for power.
Sl"perior to bureaucracy in the knowledge of techniques and facts is
only the capitalist entrepreneur, within his ovm sphere of interest. He is
the o,.]y type who has been able to maint:'lin at least relative immunity
from ::ubjection to the control of rational bureaucratic knowledge. In
large-scale organizations, aU others are inevitably sl!�ject to bureaucratJc
contrd, just as they have fallen under the dominance of precision
mach:nery-in the mass production of goods.
11, qeneral,
bureaucratic domination has the fol'owing social consed
quenc:<:.�.

(I) Tbe tendency to "levelling" in the interest of the broadest pos
sible Lasi$ of recruitmcut in terms of technical competence.
(;j.) The tendency to plutocracy growing out of the interest in the
greatest possible length of technical training. Today this often lasts up
to the .age of thirty.
Ci 'J Th� dominan. .� of a spirit of formalistic impersonality: "Si.....e
ira €i studio," without ]-:atred or passion. a'od hence without affection
. or enthusiasm. The dominant norms are concept.;; of straightforward duty
without regard to personal considerations. Everyone is subject to formal
equa;,ty of treatment; that is, everyone in the same empirical situation.
This is the spirit in which the ideal officiaJ conducts his office.
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The development of bureaucracy greatly favors the levelling of status,
and this can be shown historically to be the normal tendency. Con
versely, every process of social levelling creates a favorable situation for
the development of bureaucracy by eliminating the office-holder who
rules by virtue of status pnvileges and the appropriation of the means
and powers of admiilistration; in the interests of "equality," it also elimi
nates those who can hold office on an honorary basis or as an avocation
by virtue of their wealth. Everywhere bureaucratization foreshadows
mass democracy, which will be discussed in another connection.
The "spirit" of rational bureaucracy has normally the following
general characteristics;

( 1 ) Form3lism, which is promoted by all the interests which are con

cerned with the security of their own personal situation, whatever this
may consist in. Otherwise the door would be open to arbitrariness and
hence formalism is the line of least resistance.
(2) There is another tendency, 'which is apparently, and in part
genuinely, in contradiction to the above. It is the tendency of officials
to treat their official function from what is substantively a utilitarian
point of view in the interest of the welfare of those under their authority.
But this utilitarian tendency is generally expressed in the enactment of
corresponding regulatory measures which themselves have a formal
character and tend to be treated in a formalistic spirit. (This will be
further discussed in the Sociology of Law). This tendency to substantive
rationality is supported by all those subject to authority who are not
included in the group mentioned above as interested -in the protectiQn
of advantages already secured. The problems which open up at this point
helong in the theory of "democracy."
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Traditional Authority

6.

The Pure Type

Authority will be called tr�lditional if legitimacy is claimed for it and
believed in by virtue of the sanctity of age-old rules and powers. The
mastel� are designated according to traditional rules and are obeyed be
cause of their traditional !>tatus (Eigenwurde). This type of organized

